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Flow Through a Lattice of Airfoils with Cascade Angle of $0°
.
I. Introduction.
A. Aerodynamics is a young science, but a tremendous amount of work
has been done toward the development of efficient lifting surfaces for
aircraft. However, it was soon discovered that a single lifting surface
or wing had advantages over a multiplane arrangement. This discovery
has had, in some ways, a bad effect, for it discouraged investigation of
multiplane effects, which, while they are of little importance in the
construction of am aircraft itself, are now being found to play a major
role in the design of fans, turbines, and compressors. The application
of airfoil theory to the design of such machines has been slow, and inept.
There are two main reasons for this; first fan designers did not follow
aeronautics, and second the methods developed for aeronautical work were
not well suited nor easily adaptable to fan and turbine work.
Fan and turbine design brings in the neglected elements of multiplane
theory. Obviously the fan and turbine wheels must contain many blades,
and in any such arrangement the blades will have a mutual effect upon one
another. Some little work on mutual influence of nearby airfoils was done
in the early days of the biplane by A. Betz 1
,
Th. von Karman
,
and F. Wenigy
^ Betz, A. "Die gegenseitige Beeinflussung zweier Tragflachen, " Z.F.M.5,
P . 255, 1914.
O
* von Karman, Th. "Uber den Mechanismus des Wider standee den ein bewegter
Korper in einer Flu.ssigkeit erfahrt." Gottinger Nachrichten 12, p.509, 19H»
^ Weinig, Fritz. "Die Stromung un die Schaufeln von Turbomaschinen. " Barth,
Leipzig,
1955*
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Because of his more direct application, Wenig is the best known to
designers of axial flow machines. They all, however, have based their
work on the mathematics of perfect fluid theory, for the very good reason
that, at the present time, mathematical theory cannot cope with
compressibility and viscosity.
The flow of a real fluid such as air when it experiences but small
changes in path, velocity and pressure, is not greatly different from that
of an ideal fluid. For this reason ideal fluid theory has been used with
great success in aircraft design work where the wing moves through
relatively still air and imparts to this air only a small deflection.
In the case of a fan or turbine, large deflections of path and
increases in pressure are necessary if the machine is to be efficient.
With such conditions the similarity between real and ideal flow breaks
down completely.
The result is that the fan and turbine designer finds himself in
need of data on the mutual influence of airfoils derived from work on a
real fluid.
Thus the problem which presents itself is first to make tests upon a
lattice and to measure directly as many quantities as possible, and,
second, to analyze the results of the tests and present them in a form
which will be of direct use to designers of axial flow machines. The
reason for stressing experiment is to get away from the assumption of an
ideal fluid.
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5B. Apparatus and Test Procedure:
A lattice is characterized by three quantities: its cascade
angle, its separation/ chord ratio, and the shape of the airfoils in the
lattice. The cascade angle, (~>
,
is the angle between the direction of
the entering air and the lattice axis, where the lattice axis is a line
joining corresponding points of the airfoils. For example, the lattice
axis might be taken as being tangent to the leading edge of the airfoils
at the center of their span. The separation/ chord ratio, K, is the
ratio of a segment of the lattice axis between successive airfoils to the
chord of the airfoils. The lattice used in these tests had a cascade
angle Q « 50°» and separation/ chord ratios of •§•, 1, !§•. The airfoils
were set so as to have angles of attack with the entering air, cK » of
12°, 20°, and 50°.
The lattice was installed in a vertical position in the wall of a
4' x 4 1 x 6g’ steel chamber. The chamber was exhausted from the other
end by a 28 5/4“ diameter axial flow fan driven by a 10 horsepower
1750 RPM motor. An exhaust fan was chosen so as not to introduce
turbulence from the fan into the flow across the lattice. The flow
entered through a rectangular passage with a flaring inlet and passed
down at 5^° with the vertical to the 26" x 4" rectangular opening of the
lattice. (See Plates 1 and 2
.) The purpose of the flaring inlet was to
reduce intake losses and to have the passage full of air. The effectivenes
of this flaring inlet was determined by the use of an impact tube just in
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4front of the airfoils. The impact tube was connected to one side of a
U-tube manometer, the other side of which was open to atmosphere. In all
cases the manometer read zero, showing that there were no measurable
losses in the inlet and that the velocity pressure was numerically equal
to the static pressure before the lattice, for from Bernoulli's
equation
PT
’ P
S
+V Wl2
where p^ is total pressure, pg is static pressure, is density and
is the entering velocity.
Then with p^ * 0
Therefore the velocity entering can be deduced from the static
pressure before the lattice. Immediately before the lattice are four
static pressure holes A, B, C, D, flush with the sides of the inlet and
symmetrically grouped about the leading edge of the center airfoil. The
static pressure before the lattice, Pg^> is taken as the average of these
four gages. The static pressure behind the lattice is found by reading
a gage connected to two static pressure tubes at opposite corners of the
test box.
The direction of the entering velocity, W^, is that of the nozzle,
i.e. $0
°
with the vertical. To be sure that all of the nozzle was in use,
a vertical traverse was made behind the airfoils with an impact tube and
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all readings were found to be substantially constant
.
The airfoils used were NACA shape #6509. This shape was chosen because
it has the high C^'s^of a strong camber and tbe 9% thickness that delays
burbling? The center airfoil was made of brass with 13 small holes
along its surface, 6 in the upper and lower surfaces and one in the nose.
(Figure 1). These holes were individually connected to U-tubes in a bank
with one side open to atmosphere. (Plate 2). Thus the gages read the
static pressure along the airfoil at these holes. These pressures were
referred to as a datum. Thus the pressure at a hole is positive if it
is higher than pQ , or negative if it is lower than pQ . The pressure thenbl *1
is considered acting at the hole and to be perpendicular to the surface of
the airfoil at this point.
All of the pressures so found are then split into components
perpendicular to and parallel to the chord of the airfoil. Since not only
the component of the pressures parallel to the chord, but also the areas
perpendicular to the chord on which these components of pressure act are
small, no appreciable error is introduced by considering these pressure
components to be constant over the projection upon a perpendicular to the
chord of -the area between the midpoints of the distances between
successive holes measured along the surface of the airfoil. Thus in
figure 1, the component of the pressure at hole number 8 parallel to the
chord would be considered constant over Ajj. The algebraic sum of these
1 . liftThe lift coefficient defined by CL = o . g r i S = greatest projection/°S(»W2J area of alrfoil.
2
‘Failure of flow along upper surface to follow the contour of the airfoil
which results in turbulence and high pressure on the upper surface.
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6forces will give the total component parallel to the chord.
In the case of the force components perpendicular to the chord,
neither the pressure components perpendicular to the chord, nor the areas
parallel to the chord are small so that the force must be found by
graphical integration. If the angle between the normal to the airfoil
and the normal to the chord is eft , then the component of the pressure
perpendicular to the chord is the pressure times cosc^. This component
was then plotted against its position along the chord, and the area under
the chord was found with a planimeter. In some cases, the curve crossed
itself giving rise to two areas, one positive and the other negative.
(Figure 2). In such a case, the force was the difference of the two
areas.
The total resultant force on the airfoil is the vector sum of the
components perpendicular and parallel to the chord.
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In order to appreciate fully the differences between the predictions
of perfect fluid theory and the actual test results, it will be helpful
to examine the flow through a lattice from the point of view of an ideal
fluid.
It has been customary to represent the effect of the lattice by a
velocity diagram and a separate force diagram. (Figure 5a). Let the
X axis be directed upward along the lattice axis, and the Y axis be
perpendicular to the lattice axis and positive to the right,,. is the
entering velocity, and W 2 the velocity leaving. We may assign to each
airfoil of the lattice an area parallel to the lattice axis extending
half way to each of its neighboring airfoils. This area would then be
bt, where b is the span and t, the separation. Now since all practical
airfoils have sharp trailing edges, the area belonging to a given airfoil
must be the same at the leading and trailing edges. From continuity
considerations then, and must have the same Y components, and
W
2 -
W must be parallel to the X axis. The average velocity across the
airfoil then is
W» - i i(u 1 + u2 ) + jv ( 1 )
Now there are two and only two forces acting on the lattice; the
pressure force and the momentum force.
The static pressure entering is
PSl * PT -( r/2)Wi
2 (2)
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8and the static pressure leaving is
Ps
2
-
P
T
-( P/2)W 2
2
Then the pressure force perpendicular to the lattice axis is
S - — 4pA * (Ps^ ” Ps )A = °t( (° / 2.) ( <2~ ” ”1 )
( 5 )
(4)
and since and have the same Y component, the pressure force becomes
S - i bt p (U2
2
- U
x
2
)
The entering mass of air is
m = btV
and the momentum force is
I = if»btv(W2 - W 1 ) - i^btV(U2 - U1 )
( 5 )
( 6 )
( 7 )
which is parallel to the lattice axis.
Then the resultant force
V S2 + ( 8 )
F «^[(bt f/2)(U2
2
- Ui
2
)]
2
+ [fbtV(U2 - U X )J
.^bV^-up 2^^
2
+ v
2
j
Now the last expression in the brackets is Ww , so F becomes
F * f bt(U2 - U1 )W0o
F makes an angle ©^ with the lattice axis and
S Up + U-,tan
®i I
~~ 2
2V
1
( 9 )
( 10 )
(ID
.v *). f i r C-. *
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9W pc makes an angle ©9 with the lattice axis and
tan
^
(12)
Hence F is perpendicular to and is therefore the lift.
Further t(U2 - U^) * P (15)
the circulation, so that
F • L = fbfWfo ( 14)
and this lift is the only force resulting.
This method of the separate velocity and force diagrams is all right
for ideal fluid theory, for they are tied together by the fact that the
lift is perpendicular to Wpo . However in order to get a diagram that
would have meaning for a real fluid, it was found that only a momentum
diagram was suitable. In a momentum diagram the forces present can be
drawn as integral parts of the same diagram as the momentum. The velocity
diagram can be obtained by simply dividing the momenta through by the mass.
This type of diagram works equally as well for an ideal fluid as for a
real fluid. Figure Jb shows a momentum diagram for an ideal fluid.
Having seen what perfect fluid theory predicts, let us now consider
the results of an actual test on the far from perfect fluid, air.
The first test made was set up with a separation/chord ratio,
t/f * -§-, 12°. The data were converted to an airfoil one foot square.
^
The test results are shown in figure 4a in momentum diagram form. The
Appendix 1.
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10 .
velocities are converted to a » 150 feet/second and standard density-
's 0.00252 s lugs/foot ^ . With these conversions,
W
x
= 150 ft./sec. V x = 75 ft ./sec. U x * 150 ft ./sec.
The force perpendicular to the chord is Fjj = 6.76 lbs.
The force parallel to the chord is Fp = 0.78 lbs.
The resultant force is F«j> = 6.80 lbs.
A?l - 0
Now it might be thought that the zero pressure change across the
lattice was the result of frictional losses through the lattice. However
this is not the case, for a traverse behind the lattice with an impact
tube showed no losses. The impact tube was connected to one side of a
U-tube manometer with the other side open to atmosphere and the manometer
read zero. Thus the resultant force F-j> must be due entirely to momentum
change.
Then we can pick off from the momentum diagram (figure 4a)-
* 126.5 ft./sec. U2 * 71.5 ft./sec. and W2 = 145 ft./sec.
It will be noticed at once that V
2
is not equal to V]_ as it was with the
ideal fluid. On the basis of perfect fluid theory this would constitute
a violation of continuity, but a moment's consideration of the properties
of a real fluid^ will make it apparent that the effective area at the
trailing edge is reduced by the action of several phenomena. The boundary
layer will cause the flow to tear off near the trailing edge leaving an
Prandtl, L. and 0. J. Tietjens, "Applied Hydro & Aeromechanics"
Chap. Ill, IV, McGraw Hill, N. Y. 1952.
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area occupied by dead air. Further there will be a velocity gradient
across the remaining area. Thus it can be seen that for a real fluid to
satisfy continuity, V2 must be greater than Vp Now the average
velocity acting on the airfoil will be the vectorial mean of the entering
and leaving velocities
Wi + WP
W. m = 142.5 ft./sec.
A 2
Further, makes a large angle with Wp in this instance 15°
>
so that
while <A, * + 12°, o^j = - 5° where is the angle of attack with W^.
So far the discussion of test results has been limited to those with
tJJ, 4, - 12°. However, in general, the results with other
arrangements are similar except that all others show a ^P^^O.
(Figures 4, b, c, d). Although these tests were made at the same cascade
angle, and hence, nothing can be said about the role of the cascade angle
in the performance of a lattice, certain conclusions will be drawn later
as to the effect of the separation/chord ratio and cX
(
.
It should be brought out that with a large
,
50°> certain t// 's
seemed to show with a smaller Y component than Wp i.e. Vg < Vp
(Figure 4 d). From what has been said before, this would seem to be a
violation of continuity. However there are two possible preliminary
explanations. First the difference between V2 and is small and could
result from experimental error, or, second, since the angle of attack
with in these cases, c^A^21° to 25°, the airfoil could be burbling and
creating a distjifubance ahead of the lattice which could have the effect of
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reducing the effective area through which flows. This second case
would result in an increase of Vp and any increase from the area at the
leading edge would result in a decrease of at 'the trailing edge.
Further conjecture upon this phenomenon is not justified at the present
time.
Making a comparison between the results yielded by perfect fluid
theory and those by the actual test, some general qualitative differences
can be seen:
(1) Perfect fluid theory predicts a larger /\P than is actually
obtained.
( 2 ) The average velocity of theory, , is less than that of
the test, W.
.
(5) 'The theoretical angle of attack, is greater than that of
the test, c*sA
(4) Theory predicts only a lift force, while test shows also
a drag force. (Figure 4c).
Because of these differences in every aspect, there is little to be
gained from trying to establish a direct quantitative relationship between
the two methods, for the theoretical work is based upon knowledge of the
position and magnitude of W ^ , In design work, however, it is usually
only which is known.
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III.
It has been usual to present the results of tests of this type in
plottings of a function of C^. Because of the very nature of these
results, it is felt that any such plotting would be meaningless.
A somewhat new form of plotting has been used that will appeal to
the fan and turbine designer more than it will to the theoretical
aerodynamicist . It should be kept in mind that only one nozzle was
available ((3= 50°) and 30 ‘the resulting graphs will apply to only one
radius of the wheel.
Let the lattice be considered as the development of a cylindrical
surface of radius r, coaxial with the wheel. The blades then would
appear in cross-section as a set of profiles on the surface. If the
angular velocity of the wheel is
,
then the linear velocity of these
profiles is to r. Now if this surface is developed into a plane, the set
of profiles in the plane may be considered as the lattice. Let the
lattice be translated in the direction of the lattice axis with a velocity
iU^ =* ^xr by an applied force F parallel to the lattice axis. Then the
entering air has a velocity jC^ which is perpendicular to the lattice
axis (Cj, = V-^ of the momentum diagram).
The velocity of the entering air relative to the lattice is
-iU
1 + j
G
1 =
V/
x (15)
'.
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Then i df = i 77 dm
Cl U
and the work
dU . .
i df • idx*dmi-77 »idxdt
The work per unit mass is
dE = — dx
dm
du
dt
But dx = Ui = constant
dt 1
so that dE becomes dE = U-^ dU
Then, integrating across the lattice
CO
,
E
j
v
o
(Here the "absolute" velocity of the air leaving is
U
l f
dU = U
x
CU
2 =
U
1
(U
1
-
U2 )
= i CU2 + j CVg)
The dimensions of work per unit mass are
2.t-2
[e]= MOZ = L2t-2
M
and the dimensions of density are
so
[p]* ML
” 5
fpE]« m+ 1t”2l
"* 1
( 16 )
( 17 )
( 18 )
( 19 )
( 20 )
( 21 )
(22)
which has the dimensions of pressure
, :
r,
'£
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[r], iaf! „ ml-It-2 (25)
Then we may write
=. pUpCUj - U2 ) = PT (24)
the rise in total pressure. Equation (24) gives the work per unit volume
in terms of pressure, and this quantity divided into the actual pressure
indicated gives the efficiency indicated by the test in the lattice.
Thus
Eff. = ^ h .) (25)
f
- U2 )
( A is the static pressure change across the lattice.)
Now the above quantities are related to the momentum diagram of figure 4
as follows:
°1
2
= V
l
2;
°2
2
' ^ + (U 1 " U2 )2
so the efficiency becomes
P/2 [v/ .(Up - U2 ) 2 - Vl2j +A?h
Eff. =
„
- U2 )
Figure 5 shows a plot of efficiency versus <A, with t// as a parameter.
One more curve can be drawn which will help in the interpretation
of the tests. This is a plot of versus t//l with (X, as a parameter.
(Figure 6). The designer must keep in mind the requirements which his
machine is to fulfill, and so is interested in the A developed.
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.
Generally a hi^i is desirable because an increase in pressure is the
objective, and conversion of velocity to pressure is, at best, limited to
7C$ efficiency and even then requires a very gradual enlargement of the
passage. Sudden enlargements are disastrous.^
Therefore the designer will have to have both the pressure and
efficiency curves to make a proper choice of blading.
It is evident that aerodynamic analysis of latices cannot lean too
heavily upon the classic methods, but must develop methods and techniques
of its own. Specifically, the assumption of an ideal fluid leads to
unsound results, and separate velocity and force diagrams cannot be
constructed from experimental results without the assumption of an ideal
fluid. The momentum diagram, however, can be drawn directly from
experimental data and seems to offer a powerful method of attack.
A lattice must be handled as an entity and not as a combination of
single airfoils.
Dodge & Thompson, ’’Fluid mechanics” p. 122, HcGraw Hill, N. Y. 1937.
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APPENDIX I
Data from test . in ft ./sec .
}
P^ in inches of r^O s Fn- Fp
in
P in s lug8/ft
.
5
<*. t/i w i iPL Fn FP c
+ 12° 12 112 0.00 2.80 +0.525 0.00224
+ 12° 1 158. +0.95 7.79 +0.165 0.00229
+ 12° Is 168 +1.16 15.95 +0.254 0.00226
+20° i 154 +1.27 6.00 +0.116 0.00228
+20° l 146 + 1.41 10.26 +0.278 0.00229
+ rooo Is 168 + 1.46 17.78 -0.0085 0.00225
+50° i 158 + 1.85 9.07 -0.0056 0.00228
o
orr\+ l 151 +1.79 12.45 -C.257 0.00229
+ o l4l + 1.15 10.65 -0.588 0.00225
Data converted to W, = 150 ft ./sec.
j ^
* 0 .00252 slugs/ft .
5
Forces in lbs. for an airfoil one foot square; ^ in lbs.,
t/j * PL F» FP
+ 12° 13 0.00 6.76 +0.78
+ 12° 1 5.92 12.10 +0.255
+ 12° Is 4.94 14.85 +0.248
+20° 1
s 6. 57 7.52 +0.145
+20° 1 7.85 14.25 +0.588
+20° 1* 6.25 16.90 -0.0904
+ 50° 1s 8.75 10.80 -0.0667
+ 50° 1 9.28 16.28 -0.510
+ 50° i£ 6.86 16.15 -0.^90
y^ c ; .. . Js j r ..
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C. Velocity Components from Momenta Diagrams, and Calculated Efficiencies
*1- 75 ft./sec. * 150 ft. /sec.
vy U2 v2 Eff.
12° A
s 71 125 88 %
12° 1 85 95 84.5 %
o
CVJ
1
—1 ii 95 88 80.5 %
o
oCM
1
2 64 92 74.8 %
(M)o
o
1 66 80 70.0 $
20° li 78 84 70.5 fo
50° i8 25 87 75 *
50° 1 50 68 64.5 %
o
oK"\ 1* 77 68 56.1 ?£
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ABSTRACT
FLOW THROUGH A LATTICE OF AIRFOIIS WITH CASCADE ANGLE OF 30°.
The flow through a lattice of airfoils with cascade angle 30° is
examined at separation/chord ratios of §-, 1, lg and the actual test
measurements used in determination of the lattice behavior. The assumption
of an ideal fluid is not made. The usual force and velocity diagrams
are combined into a momentum diagram which can be drawn fran tbe measured
quantities: entering momentum, pressure change, and resultant force.
Curves are shown for the efficiency versus angle of attack with the
separation/chord ratio as a parameter, and for pressure change versus
separation/chord ratio with the angle of attack as a parameter.
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